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Vienna Business Agency invites members of 
international creative scene to Vienna summit 

At Creative Days Vienna, internationally leading creative minds 
will discuss how technology might shape the creative industries 
in future 

Vienna, May 16, 2022 – On 1 and 2 June, Creative Days Vienna – the city’s festival for 

the creative industries – will be exploring the question of how digital technology is 

transforming our culture and creative industries. At the invitation of the Vienna 

Business Agency and as part of the Vienna’UP start-up festival, the event will see over 30 

leading representatives and stakeholders in the arts, culture and science travel to Vienna.  

 

“For two days in June, Vienna will be teeming with the who’s who of the international 

creative industries. This shows the great pulling power Vienna has for this community,” 

said Peter Hanke, Executive City Councillor for Business and Digital Affairs. “By hosting 

this summit, we are addressing the challenges we face in cultural sectors as a result of 

technological developments,” Hanke added. 

 

Creative Days Vienna aims to generate momentum for pioneering developments in 

digitalisation, interactive design and new ways of working. It is hoped that the discussions 

at the Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art (Volkskundemuseum Wien) will enable 

ideas to crystallise around the new focus areas for the creative industries. “Vienna as a 

metropolis of culture and creativity is one of six key areas of leadership highlighted for the 

city and one of Vienna’s real strengths. We hope to further reinforce the city’s leading role 

in this area through Creative Days Vienna and ensure that, in the future, Vienna remains a 

place that the international creative industries can learn from,” said Gerhard Hirczi, 

Managing Director of the Vienna Business Agency.  

 

Technology, art and theatre – the world of tomorrow 

The pandemic has shown the minimal role that digital technologies play in the theatre 

sector. As a result, there is immense potential currently lying untapped. With possibilities 
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ranging from VR glasses and artificial intelligence to experiments with new media, the 

Staatstheater Augsburg has become the first theatre in the German-speaking world to 

create a role for a digital development specialist. In doing so, it hopes to promote digital 

development on its stages. The theatre’s Project Manager Tina Lorenz will be in 

attendance at Creative Days Vienna to share her experiences. 

 

Another invitee is Dan Koerner – the co-founder and Creative Director of the Austrian 

creative studio Sandpit. Sandpit combines design and technology to develop innovative, 

playful formats for cultural institutions such as museums and libraries. These range from 

projection-mapped megafauna in ancient caves to talking lamps in concert halls. Koerner 

loves to blur the boundaries between the real and digital worlds and is convinced that this 

encourages people to engage in tactile experiences away from their device screens. 

 

Lara Lesmes and Fredrik Hellberg from Space Popular – a research-driven 

architecture, design and media studio based in Spain and London – are enthusiastic 

experts in the future of spatial experience through virtual reality. From film, immersive 

design and exhibitions to speculative fiction, buildings and objects, the two alumni of the 

Architectural Association in London create solutions that are interactive, vibrant and tell 

complex cultural stories with playful simplicity. 

 

Daniela Gandorfer is a legal and media theorist with a focus on crypto-technologies. She 

will be contributing her expertise and recent findings on a new theory of law at the 

intersection of digital technologies, and discuss current ethical approaches to normativity 

and justice in times of climate change and advancing digitalisation.  

 

Two days of free events for all: talks, labs and networking sessions at the 
Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art – plus a children’s programme for 
younger culture vultures  

“The speakers we have invited to Vienna will be highlighting how new digital possibilities 

and state-of-the-art developments will define the society of tomorrow. We expect the 

stimulating discussions and networking events at Creative Days Vienna to provide a huge 
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boost for the local scene,” said Gerhard Hirczi, Managing Director of the Vienna Business 

Agency. 

 

The Creative Days Vienna 2022 programme is dominated by several key questions: What 

role will art and culture play in the digital society of the future? How can museums, 

theatres, concert halls and opera houses respond to technological innovations and utilise 

them? What ideas were trialled during the pandemic and what lessons were learned? 

What innovations are here to stay? What does this mean for the cultural businesses of 

tomorrow? What new areas of business are emerging for the creative industry? 

 

On 1 and 2 June 2022, our guest experts will be proposing some initial answers to these 

questions at the Volkskundemuseum Wien. Entry to Creative Days Vienna is free. 

Visitors to the two-day festival are invited to learn more about the opportunities and 

challenges that new digital technologies present for art and culture during a series of talks 

and networking sessions. Both days also feature workshops and hands-on activities for 

children aged 4 to 13.  

 

Take a peek behind the scenes of Viennese culture – tours across Vienna 

Cultural institutions across the city will also open their doors to mark the Creative Days 

Vienna festival. With guided tours at locations ranging from the Belvedere to the 

University of Applied Arts Vienna, visitors will have the opportunity to sample highlights in 

the fields of NFTs, digital art and interactive theatre.  

 

Showcase to kick off Content Vienna competition  

The digital design competition Content Vienna will kick off this year with a showcase 

event. During the Creative Days festival, two winning projects from previous years will be 

on display: “A Sherlock Holmes VR Adventure” and “Neuro Traces”, an installation that 

reacts to visitors’ well-being. In 2022, the Vienna Business Agency will award a total of 

€50,000 of funding to creative, digital projects currently under development to support 

production activities. In addition, total funding of €10,000 is available for creative 

concepts that highlight Vienna’s cultural heritage and provide interactive ways to engage 

with it. Applicants will be able to submit proposals from 1 June to 12 September 2022. 
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Creative Days Vienna 2022 is part of the ViennaUP’22 start-up festival initiated by the 

Vienna Business Agency, which runs from 27 May to 3 June 2022. 

 

Speakers at Creative Days Vienna 2022  

CID RIM (producer & musician / Vienna, London & Los Angeles), Paul Feigelfeld (media 

theorist / Vienna & Berlin), Eva Fischer (curator & cultural manager / Vienna), Daniela 

Gandorfer (legal and media theorist / Princeton, New York, Vienna & Berkeley), Djamila 

Grandits (curator & cultural specialist / Vienna), Merel van Helsdingen (founder & 

Managing Director of Nxt Museum / Amsterdam), Kris Hofmann (artist / Vienna), 

Margarete Jahrmann (artist & media theorist / Vienna), Florian Kaps (expert in spiders & 

analogue media / Vienna), Dan Koerner (co-owner & Creative Director of Sandpit / 

Melbourne), Tina Lorenz (digital development expert / Augsburg), Severin Matusek 

(podcast host / Berlin), Space Popular (architecture, design and research studio / Spain & 

London), Adia Trischler (host / Vienna), and many more 

 

When and where? 

Date: 1 and 2 June 2022  

Admission: From 4:30pm on 1 June 2022; from 1:30pm on 2 June 2022.  

Tours start at 10:00am on 2 June 2022  

Location: Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art, Laudongasse 15–19, 1080 Vienna  

For the full programme and to register, visit https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-

industries/make-things-happen/creative-days-vienna-2/ 

Admission free 
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